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1. INTRODUCTION

The algorithms in quantum chemistry have been developed in accordance with the
evolution of the computer architecture. In the dawn of the computer era, when the
CPU cycle was expensive, all the intermediate results were kept on disks, or even
on magnetic tapes. As the performance of CPU improved and the data transfer be-
tween CPU and storage devices became a bottleneck, a new algorithm was invented
to store a minimal amount of intermediates on core memory, recalculating others
on-the-fly. Those algorithms were further optimized to run better on shared mem-
ory parallel machines, as they became available. Throughout the progress of both
theory and technology, the size of molecules under the subject of the full electron
calculation increased step by step. At the end of the last century, a novel fragment
molecular orbital (FMO) method [Kitaura et al. 1999; Nakano et al. 2000; Nakano
et al. 2002; Fedorov and Kitaura 2004; Fedorov et al. 2004] brought about another
wave of changes to the electronic state calculation.

In this paper, we will introduce our experiences on the FMO calculation of a
photosynthetic reaction system, the largest ever application in full electron calcu-
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Fig. 1. Photosynthetic reaction center of Rhodopseudomonas viridis. (a) Overall picture, and
(b) the electron transfer system embedded in the protein complex. A special pair (PM, PL) and
associating accessory chlorophyls (BM, BL) are marked with box.

lations. Outside of the FMO method, a world-record is a density functional theory
calculation on a system with 4,716 atoms, which took 17 days on a 32-processor
system [Inaba et al. 2005]. Unfortunately, however, the computation cost of the
conventional method scales roughly as n3 ∼ n4, where n is the number of atoms.
Our target system contains more than 20,000 atoms, a full electron calculation of
which is necessary to examine the photosynthetic reaction process. If the conven-
tional method were used, its computation cost would be at least 80 times as much
as the world record calculation. Thus employed FMO method adapts physically
sound idea of locality of the exchange interaction, that leads to significantly reduc-
ing the computation cost for large molecules. The method is also designed to run
efficiently on the present distributed memory parallel architecture. As a result, the
FMO calculation of a photosynthetic reaction system finished in 3 days utilizing
600 processors. Coupled with a massive cluster computer, FMO opens a way to the
electronic state calculation of biomolecules. In the next section, the target system,
the FMO method, and the computer system are described. The calculation details
are presented in Sec. 3. Section 4 is devoted to conclusions.

2. CALCULATION

2.1 Target

The target system is the membrane protein complex of the photosynthetic bacte-
ria Rhodopseudomonas viridis. The structure is shown in Fig. 1. The system is
composed of 4 protein chains, four iron porphyrins bound to them, the electron
transfer system, and 201 water molecules. In Fig. 1(a), those protein chains are
shown schematically. The electron transfer system is embedded in the protein cage,
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whose structure is extracted and shown in Fig. 1(b). The chromophore of the sys-
tem consists of two chlorophyls, called a “special pair”, which is marked with a box
in Fig. 1(b). Though the structure of the electron transfer system is highly sym-
metric, an electron generated by photoexcitation at the special pair was observed
to flow only to the right hand side of the system [Breton et al. 1986; Hörber et al.
1986; Zinth et al. 1998]. It is conjectured that the subtle balance of the electrostatic
environment around the electron transfer system determines the flow direction of
the electron. To investigate such a delicate balance, an accurate electronic state
calculation is required.

The detailed chemical structure of the system, which is necessary for the elec-
tronic state calculation, was determined as follows. First, the skeletal structure of
the system was taken from X-ray crystallographic data [Deisenhofer et al. 1985;
Deisenhofer et al. 1995] available from the Protein Data Bank [Berman et al. 2000].
Since locations of light atoms are lacking in the X-ray data, hydrogen atoms were
supplemented to the skeleton assuming the standard state. The generated chemical
structure was then optimized with the QM/MM method [Ishida and Kato 2003].
There are 20,581 atoms and 77,754 electrons in the final structure. For the elec-
tronic state calculation, the restricted Hartree-Fock self consistent field (RHF-SCF)
level of theory was chosen with the 6-31G* basis set. Contaminant cartesian com-
ponents were truncated from high angular momentum functions, resulting in the
total of 164,442 basis functions to represent the electronic state. By using the con-
ventional method, the electronic state calculation of this scale is estimated to take
200,000 years on a present commodity CPU. To cope with this, the FMO method
was applied.

2.2 Theory

In the FMO method, a target molecule is divided into N fragments. The molecule
is split by breaking well-defined chemical bonds [Kitaura et al. 1999], and the elec-
tronic state of each fragment can be calculated while taking care of the broken bond.
In the present calculation, the whole system is divided into N = 1, 398 fragments
as follows. The four protein chains were broken apart into amino groups, result-
ing in 1,186 fragments. Some large molecules in the electron transfer system were
split to viable sizes, while all the water molecules were kept intact as independent
fragments. Finally, those amino groups coordinating to metal atoms were united
together, to make the electronic state of the metal atom stable. All the fractured
chemical bonds were broken on those carbon atoms with sp3 hybridization.

The electronic state calculation of a fragment is performed under the electro-
static environment posed by the other fragments. The fragment electron densities
are obtained from those calculations, from which the environment is computed.
Therefore, the calculation should be iterated until both fragment electron densities
and the environment become mutually consistent [Kitaura et al. 1999]. This iter-
ation is called a self-consistent charge (SCC) loop. After the SCC loop converges,
the electronic state calculation of pairs of the fragments are performed. The ener-
gies of the broken bonds are compensated in this step. The total energy, Etot, is
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approximated as

Etot =
N∑

i=1

Ei +
N∑

i=2

i−1∑

j=1

(Eij − Ei − Ej), (1)

where Ei is the energy of the i-th fragment, and Eij is the energy of the i-j fragment
pair. It is also possible to refine the energy by incorporating three body term and
so on [Fedorov and Kitaura 2004].

N calculations of Ei are involved in each SCC step, whereas the number of Eij

calculation is the order of N2. The latter becomes unmanageable quickly as N
increases, so that a separated dimer approximation is introduced [Nakano et al.
2000]. In this approximation, Eij of a well-separated pair of fragments is approx-
imated by a classical electrostatic interaction, ignoring a quantum effect. Most of
the electronic state calculations in the fragment pair step are skipped in this way.

Under the fixed electrostatic environment, calculations of Ei can be performed
independently. Such an independency exists at some other steps in the FMO cal-
culation. A parallelized FMO workflow runs as follows.

1 Initial guess generation
2 synchronize workers
3 exchange electron densities
4 do
5 Fragment calculation
6 synchronize workers
7 exchange electron densities
8 until SCC is convergent
9 Fragment pair calculation

10 synchronize workers
11 Energy calculation

In the workflow, the 1st, 5th, and 9th steps can be processed in parallel. In the
1st step, an initial guess for the electronic state calculation is generated for each
fragment, while the calculation of Ei and Eij are done at the 5th and 9th steps, re-
spectively. We have employed a master-worker model to process those calculations.
Between these steps, a synchronization step is necessary to wait for all workers to
finish their jobs. After the synchronization, the calculated electron densities are
exchanged among workers to setup the electrostatic environment for the next step.

To remove the synchronization step, one can devote all available CPUs to par-
allelizing each electronic state calculation. Such a single-worker implementation is
less efficient, however, because the parallel performance of an electronic state calcu-
lation drops rapidly with increasing number of CPUs. Our experience showed that
the master-worker implementation is usually more efficient than the single-worker
one, and the performance gap increases as the number of CPUs grows [Fedorov
et al. 2004].

Some workers have to wait during the synchronization step, so that the synchro-
nization time should be made as short as possible. Because we can divide a molecule
only at “chemically correct” points, however, the size of the fragments cannot be
made uniform. For the present target, the number of atoms in a fragment varies
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Fig. 2. Configuration of the AIST super cluster.

over a factor of 30, which causes a severe load imbalance in the computational time
among workers. To remedy the situation, the order of the electronic state calcu-
lations is scheduled such that the calculations of the larger fragments are issued
earlier [Fedorov et al. 2004]. With this Large Fragments First (LFF) scheduling,
only smaller fragments are expected to be left for the calculation when the synchro-
nization starts. The remaining imbalance is solved by processing each electronic
state calculation further in parallel, assigning more CPUs to larger fragments. The
load balance problem will be discussed in detail later.

2.3 Computation

The FMO calculation was carried out on P32 subsystem of the AIST super clus-
ter, which was operational in March, 2004 at the National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology (AIST). As shown in Fig. 2, the AIST super
cluster is composed of three cluster computers of different architecture: F32, P32,
and M64 subsystems. F32 has 256 computation nodes, each of which is a dual Xeon
(3.06 GHz) system operated under RedHat Linux 8.0 with 4 GBytes of memory.
These nodes are connected by non-blocking gigabit ethernet. F32 is designed for
throughput computing applications. There are 1,024 computation nodes in P32,
which are grouped into 16 cluster units for the ease of administration. Each node
is a dual Opteron (2.0 GHz) system operated under SuSE Linux 8.1 with 6 GBytes
of memory, and is interconnected by both gigabit ethernet and Myrinet. P32 is
suitable for communication and computation intensive applications. Finally, M64
consists of 128 computation nodes, each of which is a quad Itanium (1.3 GHz)
system operated under SuSE Linux 8.1. Each node is equipped with 16 GBytes
of memory and interconnected by both gigabit ethernet and Myrinet. M64 is thus
adequate for communication and memory intensive applications. For the operation
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of Myrinet interface on P32 and M64, SCore/MPICH middleware [SCore ] is in-
stalled. An adequate amount of service and management nodes are prepared on
each subsystem, so that all the computation nodes are totally dedicated to submit-
ted jobs. These three subsystems are connected by 10-gigabit ethernet to form the
AIST super cluster, whose peak performance reaches 14.6 TFLOPS. Though one
of the design goals of the super cluster is aimed at high performance computing on
the heterogeneous environment, only the P32 subsystem was used for the present
calculation.

The FMO theory was implemented in the GAMESS quantum chemistry code
[Schmidt et al. 1993]. Based on the 2004-11-22 version, several improvements were
made on the FMO part in the course of the calculation. To compile the codes,
PathScale EKO Compiler Suite version 2.0 was used with compiler options ‘-O3
-OPT:Ofast’. For the parallel execution and communication, GAMESS uses its
own distributed data interface (DDI) library [Fletcher et al. 2000]. Among many
flavors of the DDI library, TCP Socket + MPI hybrid flavor was selected, in which
the traffic control is performed by TCP whereas bulk data transfers are done by
MPI over the Myrinet.

CPUs allocated from a queue system of P32 are grouped into workers, by using
a Generalized DDI (GDDI) facility [Fedorov et al. 2004] of the DDI library. In the
latest implementation, the number of CPUs in each group can be fully specified in
an input file, allowing the inhomogeneous grouping of CPUs. A different set of the
CPU grouping can be prepared for each step in the FMO calculation. As a rule of
thumb, the number of the workers is kept small during the SCC loop, while more
workers (with fewer CPUs) are prepared in the following fragment pair calculation
step.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Load balance

In each SCC step, the electronic state calculations of N fragments are dispatched
to available workers. The load balance among the workers is taken by tuning
manually the number of the workers and the number of CPUs assigned to them.
The optimum CPU grouping into workers was tweaked in a trial-and-error fashion,
since it is difficult to predict the time of an electronic state calculation.

The difficulty in estimating the calculation time arises from the following reason.

—The sizes of the fragments are not uniform.

—The parallel efficiency of an electronic state calculation depends not only on the
number of CPUs but also on the size of the fragment, employed converger, and
so on.

—The computation cost of an electronic state calculation depends not only on
the size of the fragment, but also on an initial guess, electronic stability of the
fragment, employed algorithm, and so on.

Because the initial guess for the electronic state calculation is updated during the
SCC loop, even the calculation time of the same fragment is not the same between
SCC iterations.
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Table I. Comparison of step wall clock times of an SCC iteration among different CPU groupings.
NNode, NCPU, and NWorker are the number of nodes used for the calculation, a number of
CPUs, and a number of workers generated, respectively. Averaged working ratio of the workers is
listed in the last column.

Case NNode NCPU/Node NCPU×NWorker Time Working Ratio

A 900 1 15×60 109 min. 37 %
B 300 2 40×15 50 min. 100 %

C 300 2 40×11, 4×40 44 min. 81 %

(a) Efficient case (b) Inefficient case

worker A Fragment 1 10

worker B 2 5 6 8 11

worker C 3 4 7 9 12

worker A

worker B

worker C

2 5 6 8 1011

3 4 7 9 12

Fragment 1

Time Time

Sync. time

Fig. 3. A schematic timing diagram of the Large Fragments First scheduling. (a) Successful case,
and (b) bad case.

A part of the tuning history is shown in Table I, where step wall clock times
of an SCC iteration are compared among different CPU groupings. An averaged
working ratio is also listed, which is defined as the ratio between the active time of
workers and the step wall clock time. To minimize the dependency on the initial
guess, the 10th SCC iteration was arbitrarily extracted for the comparison. In case
A, 900 CPUs were split evenly into 60 workers with 15 CPUs each, expecting that
each worker processes ∼ 20 fragments on average. In this case, however, it took
about 70 minutes to synchronize the workers, and more than 60 % of CPU time
was spent idle. It is due to the failure of the LFF scheduling. As schematically
shown in Fig. 3(a), the LFF scheduling is designed under the expectation that each
worker processes several fragments. If it works well, the synchronization time among
the workers would be as short as the calculation time of the smallest fragment. In
reality, the scheduling mechanism was knocked off by the imbalance in the fragment
size: the number of atoms, electrons, and basis functions in the smallest fragment
were 3, 10 and 18, respectively, while those of the largest fragment were 99, 434
and 954. As a result, one of the workers was overwhelmed by the largest fragment,
detaining others until its job finished (see Fig. 3(b)).

On an attempt to reduce the synchronization time, more number of CPUs were
assigned to each worker in case B. Here, 600 CPUs were grouped into 15 workers
with 40 CPUs each. Partly because the number of the workers is small, the LFF
scheduling worked fine; each worker processed the electronic state calculations of at
least 50 fragments. In the homogeneous CPU grouping, however, all the electronic
state calculations were performed by 40 CPU parallel. Usually, the parallel perfor-
mance under a fixed number of CPUs drops with decreasing a size of molecules.
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Table II. A summary of step wall clock times for the FMO calculation. For the SCC step, initial
10 iterations are treated separately from the rest. The fragment pair calculation step is separated
into the electronic state calculation (SCF) part and the separated dimer approximation part. No
global synchronization among the workers was taken between the parts, so that the wall clock

time is an averaged value among the workers. The averaged number of processed fragments (or
fragment pairs) per worker is listed in the third column. The last column lists the averaged
working ratio of the workers.

Step NCPU×NWorker NJob/Worker Time Working Ratio

SCC iteration
1-10 40 × 11 27 9.3 hrs. 70 %

4 × 40 28

11-74 40 × 11 49 32.2 hrs. 97 %
4 × 40 22

Pair calculation
SCF 8 × 66 160 21.8 hrs. 100 %

2 × 36 72
sep. dimer 8 × 66 10713 9.1 hrs. 100 %

2 × 36 7119

In case B, even a calculation of the smallest fragment was performed in massively
parallel, which is less efficient.

In an effort to improve the efficiency, an inhomogeneous grouping of CPUs was
implemented, where the calculations of large fragments are scheduled preferentially
onto large workers. It was tested in case C, where 600 CPUs were grouped unevenly
into 11 large workers with 40 CPUs and 40 small workers with 4 CPUs. Although
the LFF scheduling did not work as expected at the 10th SCC iteration, the load
imbalance was less severe than in case A. As shown in the next subsection, the
LFF scheduling started to work well for the later iteration of the SCC loop. The
total performance at the SCC step was better by 20 % (8 hours) in case C than the
one in case B. Note that the converger used in case A was different from others; a
better converger became available after the case A calculation, which was used in
cases B and C. Due to the difference of the converger, the absolute computation
time of case A cannot be compared directly with others.

3.2 Timing information

The detailed step wall clock time of the FMO calculation is summarized in Table II.
The setup of the calculation is the same as the case C in Table I, where 600 CPUs
from 300 nodes were acquired from P32. During the SCC step, the CPUs were
grouped into 11 large workers with 40 CPUs and 40 small workers with 4 CPUs.
The number of the large workers was chosen in accord with the number of the large
fragments in the system. The CPU grouping was changed on entering the fragment
pair calculation step, where 66 workers with 8 CPUs and 36 workers with 2 CPUs
were prepared by hand. In general, the number of workers at this step is better
maximized due to the vast number of fragment pairs. Meanwhile, the calculation
of the largest fragment pairs should be finished in a moderate wall clock time to
minimize the synchronization time. The inhomogeneous CPU grouping at the pair
calculation step was setup to compromise between both of the requirements.

The SCC loop took 74 iterations and 41.5 hours. The initial 10 iterations required
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9.3 hours and were time consuming, mainly because of the inferior initial guess
for the electronic state calculation. Though some workers were devoted to the
calculation of large fragments, impairing the LFF scheduling, load balance among
large and small workers was achieved. In the later iterations, the LFF scheduling
became efficient from the 18th iteration onward, and all the workers were kept busy
after that. Then the large workers calculated some small fragments, which is not
very efficient. At this stage, it would be better if the number of CPUs of the large
workers were reduced, generating the small workers. Such dynamic CPU grouping,
however, is not implemented yet.

At the end of each SCC iteration, workers distribute the calculated electronic
states over every CPUs to setup the electrostatic environment for the next iteration.
In the present application, each CPU received 157 MBytes of the data, distribution
of which took 2.7 minutes on average. The communication cost was not small
enough, but considering that one SCC iteration required at least 25 minutes, it was
acceptable.

There are 976,503 fragment pairs in the system. Most of the pairs could be
calculated under the separated dimer approximation, and only 13,180 pairs were
subjected to the SCF electronic state calculation. Among them, 578 pairs were
marked as large, and were preferentially processed on the large workers. Overall
load balance among workers was not so good, but its impact on the efficiency would
be smaller than that in the SCC step, because of the limited parallelism on each
worker.

Considering the enormous number of the separated dimer calculations and their
lesser parallel efficiency, the separated dimer part is better processed with maximum
number of workers. The present implementation allows us to reconfigure the CPU
grouping for the part. An experiment showed that this part finished in 5.9 hours if
300 workers with 2 CPUs were prepared. To change the CPU grouping, however,
global synchronization among workers is required. Due to the load imbalance at
the SCF part, the net wall clock time in the fragment pair calculation step was
almost unchanged. An attempt to improve the load balance is being planned.

3.3 Chemical output

The total energy of the system was calculated to be −511719.1897 Hartree. An
electron density of the whole system was also calculated from those of the fragments
and fragment pairs, in a similar manner as Eq. (1). An isosurface of the density
at 5 × 10−3bohr−3 is plotted in Fig. 4(a). The isovalue corresponds to the density
at 1 Å away from a nucleus for a bare hydrogen atom. The picture was drawn by
using OpenDX with chemistry modules [Gillilan and Wood 1995].

To assess the influence of the protein cage, a differential electron density was
calculated around the special pair. To calculate the density without the cage,
four molecules were extracted from the electron transfer system: the special pair
and associating accessory chlorophyls. Amino acids coordinating to them were
also extracted, whose fractured chemical bonds were mended by attaching methyl
groups. The extracted system contains 652 atoms and 2,320 electrons, which was
split into 16 fragments. A small FMO calculation was performed on it to obtain the
electron density without the protein cage. The protein-free density is subtracted
from the full electron density with the cage, and is depicted in Fig. 4(b). In the
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0.1-8.0 -0.1 8.0

Electron density / 10-3 bohr-3

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Electron densities of the photosynthetic system. (a) An electron density of the whole
system, and (b) a differential electron density around the special pair. In (a), an isosurface at

5× 10−3bohr−3 is plotted in a translucent blue surface. In (b), the density change by adding the
protein cage is mapped on a bisecting plane of the special pair. The electron density decreases in
the red region, which means positive polarization.

Table III. Electric charges (in elementary charge) and HOMO/LUMO energy levels (in Hartree) of

special pair (PM, PL) and associating accessory chlorophyls (BM, BL). The spatial arrangement
of those chlorophyls are shown in Fig. 1(b). Differences from the non-protein calculation are
parenthesized.

BM PM PL BL
Charge -0.0571 ( 0.0364) -0.0910 (-0.0126) -0.1604 (-0.1065) -0.0287 ( 0.0695)
HOMO -0.2289 (-0.0150) -0.2173 (-0.0137) -0.2316 (-0.0304) -0.2344 (-0.0227)
LUMO 0.0029 (-0.0128) -0.0398 (-0.0168) -0.1022 (-0.0541) 0.0071 (-0.0144)

figure, the differential density is mapped on a vertical bisecting plane of the special
pair. Because the system is closely packed with the protein cage, the density from
the proteins is most prominent in the differential map. The inner part of the special
pair and the accessory chlorophyls is positively polarized, which indicates that the
electron cloud of the system is expanded in the protein cage.

By virtue of the FMO algorithm, the electronic properties of the system can be
examined fragment-by-fragment. In Table III, the electric charges and the energy
levels of highest-occupied/lowest-unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO/LUMO)
are summarized for the special pair and the accessory chlorophyls. Differences from
those calculated without protein cage are also shown. The electric charge of the
fragment was calculated as a sum of the Mulliken charges of the component atoms.
The HOMO/LUMO were obtained from the SCF calculation of the fragment, which
are considered as localized orbitals of the whole system. It is noticed that the
perturbation posed by the protein cage is asymmetric: the chlorophyls on the right-
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hand side are more affected, to which the electron current is directed. For further
discussion, however, the calculation of electronic excited states would be necessary.

4. CONCLUSION

Coupling the advanced cluster computer technology with the FMO theory, it was
shown that accurate electronic state calculations of macromolecules are now at
hand. The size of the system examined here was more than 4 times as large as that
of the world record with the conventional method. A better basis set was employed
indeed, which makes the calculation even heavier. By using the FMO method,
the amount of the calculation was reduced considerably, and was also processed
efficiently on the distributed memory parallel machine. We have substantiated
the claim that the FMO method and high-performance cluster computers must be
served as a good tool in the fields of bioscience, drug design, material design, and
so on.

To use the devices as a routine tool, however, there are two points to be stressed.
First, the present parallelization scheme cannot cope with computation nodes dying
during the calculation. In the present FMO code, our own checkpointing mecha-
nism was implemented, which was found to be indispensable. For the fault-tolerant
execution, the grid based implementation of the FMO method is now underway.
The GridRPC middleware [Seymour et al. 2002; Tanaka et al. 2003] is utilized to
spread the workers over the grid environment. Besides the detection and isolation
of troubled workers, a more flexible scheduling mechanism will be implemented.
Second, it is still not an easy task to build a molecular model for the FMO calcu-
lation. It is now possible to decompose a pure protein systems into fragments by
algorithm. A considerable manual handling is required, however, if guest molecules
sit in the protein cage, or even modify the protein chain. Such a process may as
well be automated, but we still need to pile up experiences to make a versatile tool.

The electronic ground state calculation of the photosynthetic reaction system
was accomplished. From the calculation, the influence of the protein cage on the
electron transfer system was shown to be asymmetric. To approach the riddle of
the photosynthetic reaction in a more quantitative manner, we are now planning
to proceed to the electronic excited state calculation. Such a post Hartree-Fock
calculation will give locations of intermediates in the reaction, which may spot a
pathway of the electron transfer process.
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